I think the world."

while work, while the nation raves and rages over its trivial

found moral. Chicago does everything in a bold way—and

student to obtain creditable marks. Sometimes the missing of

fear of receiving a good old-fashioned "bawling out".

are permitting those who were deficient in their studies to confer

real—it epitomizes the growth of an immense city. That city

of student is to avoid meeting the instructor outside of class for

A trial would show this to be far from the case. There is

One sees mottoes in offices whose prime purpose is to cover

there was a general adoption of the policy among the in-

ours—its solution to those problems has been effected by

story is a simple narration of the trials

comes as a delightful novelty. The

in the chorus and in the cast, "Trop-

ful scenes, soft music, good talent both

the supporting cast, including Fredric

questionable ethics, and the rest of

his role of the lovable young man of

r
r

is given opportunity to use them to ad-

it is a complete success. During the-

chorus girl in "Footlights and Fools".

and now, in the

hlearted girl. violently in love with

her

being a group of Irish melodies. rhe

a ne'er-do-well gambler.

Helen and Hartley Granville-Barker.

been a favorite on the Spanish and

Juan, in the fulfillment of his plans

as master of ceremonies at the

To the Editor of THE TECH:

Furthermore, our belief is that the

to spread propaganda ill favor of the

in the daily papers and in THE TECH

We

Blackburn's, "the institution of the Buckeye

of the old-entleman in his conflict

As "Betty Murphy", a former chor-

No one who insists on murder and

To the best knowledge and belief

in the chorus and in the cast, "Foot-

They do not have this without opposition. They have

carried on in spite of the most unfavorable publicity. While

seek the company of boys, Chicago, she wants to be as far

it is not easy to forget the past for a

married to Betty Moore, a young woman

is a careful

rubbed" or "Plug Slice" —

for a campus
drama, it is not a bad effort.

The device made out of stiff leather

in giving prices and comments on the

right to spread propaganda ill favor of the

his role of the lovable young man of

"A HUNDRED YEARS OLD"—the

In this day of myriads thriller plays a

piece of the titles of "A Hundred Years Old" at the Majestic this

week, comes as a delightful novelty. This

a sea serpent-like creature, the rest of
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Fontaine's, "Betty Moore" is

I answer questions. If you wish me to answer a question, please

Music/English question. It is, however,

Keith, in the fulness of its plot to

she admits to her students. The

there were a great many things that

whom she loves. She is the same

first meeting with the instructor for

the best knowledge and belief

At the suggestion of the Curriculum Committee last year

there was a general adoption of the policy among the in-

the interest of several hundred students for the purpose of

permitting those who were deficient in their studies to con-